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day 1
CHAMBRAY BUTTON UP  

+ 
BEIGE CARDIGAN

+ 
BLACK JEANS OR PANTS 

+
PRINTED SCARF 

+
BOOTS OR LOAFERS

Roll up your sleeves using the tips from the post “How to Roll Up Layered Sleeves” on the blog!  
Polish this up further for business casual with a blue oxford, black pants, a tan blazer, and loafers.Style tip 

You know all those outfits you’ve looked at on blogs, Pinterest, and all over social media? It’s time 
to actually wear them! 🎉😄

Here are 5 outfits for you to wear this week!  On the left is the casual version of the outfit, and on 
the right is a business casual spin on it.  Each day also includes a Style Tip to help you pull the 
outfit together.  Adjust pieces as you need.  The point isn’t to “get it right,” rather it’s to make getting 
dressed in the morning a little easier and more fun!  
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PUTTING ME TOGETHER 5-DAY OUTFIT GUIDE (CONTINUED)

day 2
COLORED SWEATER

+
GREY PANTS

+
NECKLACE

+
BOOTS OR  

LEOPARD PRINT SHOES

Use any colored sweater of any shape and add accessories for an effortless outfit. 
Make it business casual with grey pants, a more tailored colored sweater, and leopard print shoes.Style tip 

day 3
WHITE PRINTED TOP

+
COLORED CARDIGAN

+
JEANS

+
BOOTS OR LOAFERS

A white printed top and jeans is a great base for any colored cardigan! 
Make this business casual with a white printed blouse and flip flopping  

the color palette--wear green pants and a navy cardigan.Style tip 
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PUTTING ME TOGETHER 5-DAY OUTFIT GUIDE (CONTINUED)

day 4
SOLID COLORED DRESS

+
TAN CARDIGAN OR BLAZER

+
LONG PENDANT

+
BOOTS

Add a necklace to a flowy dress to keep the outfit anchored in case you take off your scarf. 
A necklace will keep the outfit pulled together! Sharpen up this look with a blazer instead of a cardigan.Style tip 

day 5
NEUTRAL SWEATER

+
STRIPED TEE

+
VEST OR BLAZER 

+
BLACK PANTS

+
BOOTS OR  

LEOPARD PRINT SHOES

Layer a striped tee under a sweater! Not only does it keep you warmer, it also gives the outfit more 
dimension. Let it peek out from the bottom and the cuff of sleeves like THIS. Dress this up for an 

office with a more fitted sweater, black pants, a blazer instead of a vest, and leopard pumps. 
Style tip 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BqdSVPQnZ-2/

